Jefferson Panel
Conference Call
January 20, 20017
11:30am – 1:00PM

Meeting Summary
Welcome – Attendees: Shari Christoff; Shannon Moody, Rachael Ratliff, LaToya
Vaughn, and Paige Shank

Student CRP Planning – Shannon provided the panel with an update on student
applicants. As of this meeting she has received an application from Heather Barnes
(UofL). Shannon noted that she plans to meet with Heather as well as invite her to
the February CRP meeting. Shannon reports that she and Linda are still reaching
out to Simmons, Spalding, and Bellarmine. The panel discussed possibly utilizing
Heather to recruit other students. Rachael mentioned using the benefit of Related
Learning Experience (RLE) as a recruitment tool. Shannon reported that she will be
presenting to a class at UofL in February. She notes that she will utilize this time to
recruit.

Court Processes Planning – Update – Shannon reported that she has been in
contact with AOC via email and has plans to contact Kristen Knight to determine the
role Jefferson CRP can play in this process. The panel discussed the possibility of
this project not being a viable option for the panel to complete this fiscal year.
Commissioner’s Meeting – Update – Shannon and Rachael gave the panel an
overview of the most recent meeting between CRP Chairs and Commissioner
Johnson. They noted discussion regarding changes within the Cabinet in regards to
service worker evaluations and flexible work schedule/technology as well as
worker recognition and appreciation. The panel discussed worker
appreciation/recognition being a possible project to take on in lieu of the Court
Process Planning project. The panel discussed getting donations (value approx.
$2000) to serve approximately 400 employees.

Future Items – Rachael will add Chairs of each CRP to CFSR Debriefing in February;
Rachael will research and notify panel of PCW for U of L and Spalding; Rachael and
Shannon will reach out to Kristen Knight to schedule a meeting to discuss Court
Process research.

Adjourn

